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PRESS RELEASE

Fondazione Pastificio Cerere presents There Is an Elephant in the Room, Marta
Roberti solo show curated by Manuela Pacella, with a text by Felice Cimatti. The
exhibition takes place at Spazio Molini, a space obtained from the recovery of the ancient
Pastificio Cerere windmill, and will be open to the public from 20th October until 30th

November 2020.

Marta Roberti – born in Brescia in 1977 – has chosen Rome as her base that she often left
for long travels, mostly in Asia, since 2014. The drawing (mostly on carbon paper) is the
medium Roberti favors and declines in installations and animated videos through which
she explores the relationship between East and West, specifically how the Western forms
its identity from what it feels being different: from animals to nature, to everything that’s
considered different or “exotic”.

The Spazio Molini of the Fondazione Pastificio Cerere has fascinated the artist to such a
degree to induce her to intervene with works and installations on paper as well as for the
video animation which gives its name to the exhibition, There Is an Elephant in the Room
(2013). The animal world, from the peacock to the elephant, vibrant with bright,
subterranean life, follows a symbolic, almost totemic path where space itself, so heavily
charged with industrial history and remains of war bombardments is a harbinger of
questions sighing a more ample, existential breath.

The exhibition was realized thanks to the support of Milan’s Office Project Room.

http://www.pastificiocerere.it/


Biography of Marta Roberti
Marta Roberti (1977, Brescia) lives in Rome. After obtaining a degree in philosophy in
Verona, 2002, she studied Cinema and Video at the Brera Fine Arts Academy, obtaining a
diploma in 2007. He works brought her to numerous exhibitions and festivals including:
Visions in the Making, Italian Institute of Culture New Delhi (2020); Wall Eyes, Keynes Art
Mile, Johannesburg and AuditoriumArte, Rome (2019); Something Else Biennal Off Cairo
(2018); Portrait Portrait, Taipei Contemporary Art Center (2016); Scarabocchio, Kuandu
Museum of Art Taipei (2014); Regeneration, MACRO, Roma (2012).
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EXHIBITION INFORMATION

Opening day: Tuesday 20th October 2020 from 16 to 21

Dates: 21th October – 30th November 2020

Time: from Monday to Saturday: 15.00 – 19.00

Entrance by reservation only at www.pastificiocerere.it

Info: info@pastificiocerere.it; Tel. +39 06 45422960
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